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We’re simplifying complex 
business operations through 
smart digital environments.  
Do you know what your business equipment is doing? Can 
you afford to wait for something to go wrong before acting? 

Of course not, yet constantly staying on top 
of equipment, be they tucked inside a large 
building or residing far off at remote sites, is 
not feasible. XLink Digital Services are 
cost-effective IoT solutions that connect 
your equipment to you in real-time, giving 
you monitoring and maintenance insight 
like never before. 

How can we link you today?
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Experience

Regulatory Approved
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Secure Compliant
Solution (PCI DSS)

Preferred Provider
to Financial Services



Know what your business 
equipment is doing

Equipment such as fridges, servers, generators, air 
conditioning (HVAC), even doors - these are all 
components that work together to deliver value to 
your business. If they fail, it can lead to financial losses, 
brand damage and even legal action, depending on 
your regulatory requirements, but do you have the 
capacity to monitor them effectively? Can you 
pre-empt a fridge failing or spot a door opened without 
authorisation on a remote site? In the past, this would 
require costly site visits that still failed to gather the 
necessary nuance for effective planning and 
responses. But modern IoT monitoring offers an 
alternative that is much more cost-effective, delivers 
far better insights and makes sure you stay on top of 
your assets before they fall apart on you.

XLink Digital Services offers end-to-end IoT monitoring 
solutions that focus on connected services for garage 
forecourts, commercial facilities and food services. We 
install sensors that monitor a range of conditions, such 
as temperature, location, humidity, energy 
consumption and fuel. The sensors are connected via a 
gateway to a secure monitoring platform, a web- and 
mobile-based dashboard that provides in-depth 
information on every asset’s behaviour. It can also alert 
the right people if an asset behaves beyond normal 
parameters. We design, install and maintain the 
ecosystem, and you keep in touch with your 
equipment, generating detailed reports and being 
alerted if something abnormal happens. Now you can 
know what is happening everywhere in your company.

Challenges of managing
your business assets:

Vast selection of sensors

Secure connectivity solutions

Real-time monitoring and alerts

National support 24/7/365

Opex and Capex Finance options

Dashboard access - mobile and desktop

Reports on asset performance

Trusted partner ecosystem with 
premium quality hardware

 
Benefits of Digital Services 

to your business:

Visibility, information and analytics 
for asset management and business 
improvement

Regulatory compliance requirements

Energy Consumption
issues with equipment

Implementing Digital Services

Why implement Digital Services in your business?

enables your business to monitor:

Humidity 

Water detect

Temperature

Water Rope

Open Closed Door

Motion Detection

Tank LevelsRefrigeration

Server Room Facilities

Diesel 
Fuel Levels

Liquid Level

Asset Tracking

Commercial Facilities

Retail

Food Services

Forecourt Convenience

XLink has been serving the device requirements of both large and small 
South African businesses for 15 years. Specialists in the deployment of 
M2M devices, such as payment points, we count major brands - including 
the country’s largest banks - as our customers. Our expertise covers a 
wide range of verticals, including finance, hospitality and retail, backed 
by an extensive support offering. At XLink you can expect 24/7 call 
centre support, technical support and onsite support, spread across a 
national footprint. Scaled through a managed services offering, we 
provide our solutions at cost-effective rates, available in OPEX and CAPEX 
flavours, so you can focus on your core business.

Let XLink Digital Services drive your business optimization and deliver real cost savings and efficiency.  
Our Sales Experts are ready to link you. sales@xlink.co.za   |   08600 65465
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